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 In an era when Globalism has become an integral aspect of the postmodern man’s                          
experience, the Iranian born artist, Shahram Karimi, living in Germany, truly                     
represents such trans- ‐cultural currents and realties in the context of contemporary 
art. His aspirations are at once rooted in his personal cultural history such as the          
traditional Persian Miniature paintings, his subsequent life in exile and exposure to 
the history of abstract, minimal and conceptual art of the West. Karimi has arrived at 
a unique form which combines both aspects of seemingly diverse cultures in an                
artistic language which transcends the boundaries of such localities.

 Karimi’s paintings follow the same principals as those of classical Persian Miniature              
paintings, mainly in respect to the absence of perspective. The use of narrative                       
elements and inscription of text over imagery and his minimal abstractions of visual 
iconography bind him to Western art.

 Poetry plays a major role in Karimi’s creative vocabulary. He expands on the rich                 Poetry plays a major role in Karimi’s creative vocabulary. He expands on the rich                
tradition of poetry which has been recognized as the most vital aspect of Iranian             
culture. As a poet, in an unprecedented way, he incorporates verbal and visual                   
metaphors in parallel forms to provoke and express distinct emotions.
 In his exploration into the realm of media, Karimi makes videos which in my view             
become an extension of his paintings and poetry. One senses an obscure travel 
through Karimi’s paintings. 

 Karimi’s most recent adventure into installation art is yet another poetic gesture  Karimi’s most recent adventure into installation art is yet another poetic gesture 
with deeply humanistic and political edge, treated with the same level of abstraction 
and modesty. Here portraits of ‘shoes’ become reminiscent of the ‘absence’ of the 
physical body. This work suggests a new direction for a ‘global’ artist who is seeking a 
delicate balance between Persian aesthetics and Western expression to arrive at an 
art which becomes truly universal.’
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  “I started imagining a free land, with no names, borders or ags. The land I                  
imagined took the shape of my own body—my body becoming my homeland.” 

Sara Madandar

 Ripping, unravelling, and incising her canvases--but then slowly piecing them  Ripping, unravelling, and incising her canvases--but then slowly piecing them 
back together--Sara Madandar's is at once an art of displacement, and an act of     
reclamation. Her exhibition A Land with No Name explores what it means to feel 
split across multiple cultures, but still rmly rooted in one's own body and sense of 
self. Set against the artist’s own experiences as a recent immigrant to the United 
States—as well as mounting tensions between the US and Iran—Madandar’s art 
asserts her own identity, and places her body at its center. Capturing the                     
disorientation and loss of identity that often comes from immigration, Madandar 
also nds in it a source of power, and a new sense of place. Her art lays claim to the 
many forms of knowledge—the layers of self and experience—that come from         
existing, as she has, between different contexts, cultures, and histories.

 The women in Sara Madandar’s painting Through Roots are all her. Tracing the   
outline of her own body, Madandar splits, multiplies and mirrors her own contours 
 The women in Sara Madandar’s painting Through Roots are all her. Tracing the   
outline of her own body, Madandar splits, multiplies and mirrors her own contours 
across the surface of a canvas itself in the process of unraveling, its own borders 
rapidly dissolving. In this way, the blurred boundaries of her own body stand for 
the voices of many—those who, like her, exist across cultures; those who, like her, 
have been marginalized, displaced and dispossessed. In the face of recent               
isolationist immigration policy—which now restricts the movement of even her 
own family members—Madandar’s art insists on a uid conception of culture and 
place, and an expansive vision of self—on a body that carries the culture and                 
histories of many, on a body that can be in more than one place at once. It is, in 
Trump’s America, an act of radical self-possession. 



 Yet the ceaseless vitrol of the current news cycle exists in Madandar’s art as only a trace, represented 
through the newsprint—once lled with now faded headlines about America’s recent “Muslim 
ban”—that forms the surface of some of the work in A Land With No Name. Held together by stitches that 
trace the outline of Madandar’s form, it is once again her body that holds together the layers of ripped 
canvas, unraveling fabric and burned newsprint that, for her, represent the alienation and displacement 
that comes from immigration. Layering references from both of her current countries, she reveals the 
way her body has been split—pulled apart at the seams—but yet still holds together. It is is she,                         
Madandar insists, who holds this history, she who  will carry it forward, and she who will decide how to           
reassemble it into something new.  Her body carries traces of destructive rhetoric and exclusionary               
nationalist ideologies—her outline merging and overlapping with fragments of texts ranging from the 
Iranian National Anthem to American Executive Order 13769—but her art at the same time overturns 
their very premise, instead offering the uid borders of her own body as a new vision of home.  
 
 Inspiration for A Land With No Name—and its centering of Muslim female bodies and voices—came,   
for Madandar, in part, from Iran’s own past history. Like artists such as Shirin Neshat, who draws                           
 Inspiration for A Land With No Name—and its centering of Muslim female bodies and voices—came,   
for Madandar, in part, from Iran’s own past history. Like artists such as Shirin Neshat, who draws                           
inspiration from the rebellious feminist poetry of Forough Farrokhzad to create art that overturns                   
incendiary stereotypes surrounding Islamic militancy and femininity, Madandar also looks back towards 
Iran’s past history when creating her present work. Madandar’s Three Flags, for instance, draws upon o 
past instances of female strength and empowerment, referencing the 19th century version of Iran’s              
national ag—a time when, during the Qajar Dynasty, the current Iranian lion was once a lioness. Finding 
within such contemporary nationalist symbols traces of a more egalitarian and open-ended conception 
of nation, self and identity, her art searches for a future in which our own bodies—existing between           
identities and across borders—can become a homeland, a refuge that refuses to take any one name. In 
Madandar’s art, it is through roots—returning to them, even as we uproot them—that we grow.

Katie A. Pfohl
Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art

New Orleans Museum of ArtNew Orleans Museum of Art
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 In an era when Globalism has become an integral aspect of the                   
postmodern man’s experience, the Iranian born artist, Shahram Karimi, 
living in Germany, truly represents such trans-cultural currents and            
realties in the context of contemporary art. His aspirations are at once 
rooted in his personal cultural history such as the traditional Persian           
Miniature paintings, his subsequent life in exile and exposure to the                
history of abstract, minimal and conceptual art of the West. Karimi has          
arrived at a unique form which combines both aspects of seemingly              
diverse cultures in an artistic language which transcends the boundaries 
of such localities.

 Karimi’s paintings follow the same principals as those of classical Persian                       
Miniature paintings, mainly in respect to the absence of perspective. The 
use of narrative elements and inscription of text over imagery and his 
minimal abstractions of visual iconography bind him to Western art.

 Poetry plays a major role in Karimi’s creative vocabulary. He expands on 
the rich tradition of poetry which has been recognized as the most vital 
 Poetry plays a major role in Karimi’s creative vocabulary. He expands on 
the rich tradition of poetry which has been recognized as the most vital 
aspect of Iranian culture. As a poet, in an unprecedented way, he                                
incorporates verbal and visual metaphors in parallel forms to provoke 
and express distinct emotions.

Written by Shirin Neshat 
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Nomadic Women, mixed media on fabric, 51x36 inches, 2018
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Angel, mixed media on fabric, 49x68 inches, 2016
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Sisters, mixed media on fabric, 39x59 inches, 2017 The Garden is my Skin, mixed media on fabric, 70x56 inches, 2019 
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Red Poppy, video painting, m ixed m edia on canvas, 59x89 inches, 2019

Link to the Video-Painting
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My Face is a Leaf, mixed media on fabric, 59x41 inches, 2019 My Face is a Leaf, mixed media on fabric, 59x41 inches, 2019
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M y Loneliness, m ixed m edia on fabric, 47x37 inches, 2019
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The Sea is in Me, mixed media on canvas, 68x74 inches, 2019
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Red, m ixed m edia on canvas, 62x64 inches, 2019
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Untitled, mixed media on fabric, 35x49 inches, 2017
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 A Land with no Name

 My life has been one of cultural transitions. Having already migrated 
from Iran to Texas, I moved once again in 2016 to a place with a distinct 
culture: New Orleans. Transiting through these cultures has caused me to 
reect on the identity of places: how do symbols dene a land? What do 
its borders mean? How do we change as we migrate across them? 
 
 Recent geopolitical events have had a direct effect on my ability to 
 
 Recent geopolitical events have had a direct effect on my ability to  Recent geopolitical events have had a direct effect on my ability to 
move between cultures and caused me to reconsider these questions. 
The Trump administration’s “Muslim ban” and withdrawal from the Iran 
nuclear deal has meant that my family can no longer visit me in the US. 
Within this turmoil, I started imagining a free land, with no names,                
borders, or ags. The land I imagined took the shape of a woman’s body 
– my body becoming my homeland. I imagined myself saying: “I am from 
my own body, it is

 This new series, “A Land with No Name,” takes its inspiration from Persian  This new series, “A Land with No Name,” takes its inspiration from Persian 
history – in particular, how complex notions of gender and national        
identity changed between the 19th and 20th centuries in Iran. In the 19th 
century Qajar dynasty, Iran’s national identity was ambiguously                         
gendered – it was a time in which women with mustaches were                  
considered attractive, and the emblem on the national ag was a lioness. 
As the nation “modernized” into the 20th century, its symbols transitioned 
into masculine forms – even the lioness on the ag became a lion. into masculine forms – even the lioness on the ag became a lion. 
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 In exploring these migrations and historical transitions, “A Land with No 
Name” uses paintings and a video installation to break down and                      
recongure how we think of place, nation, identity, and gender. In this 
series, these transformations are represented by a breakdown of the 
canvas itself. Some works do not use canvas – they are created on                       
recycled newspapers that once contained headlines about Trump’s 
“Muslim ban.” To further deconstruct the very foundation of the                 
paintings, canvas and recycled newspapers are burned and etched with 
a laser cutter. 
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Through Roots, acrylic, stitchery, collage and laser on canvas, 36x65 inches, 2019
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Untitled, Acrylic, stitchery and collage on linen, 18x19 inches, 2018

Lorem Ipsum
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Red Line, collage and stitchery on linen, 13X11 inches, 2019
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In Between, screen print and stitchery on canvas, 16X 14 inches, 2019
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Pink Pray, water color, stitchery and laser on canvas and paper, 18x 14 inches, 2018
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Persian Fall, Acrylic on canvas, 34x 66 inches, 2019
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Window #1
 From a collection titled “The Window,” this interactive painting explores 
our feelings about home. We tend to think of home as shelter – a haven 
of privacy that shields us from the world beyond our walls. The Window, 
by (literally) shining a light into our private sphere, asks whether our            
shelters also can also isolate us.

 With their arched shapes, the frames mimic traditional windows from  With their arched shapes, the frames mimic traditional windows from 
Iran (Madandar’s homeland), while the basic colors evoke their                        
characteristic stained-glass panes. Yet there is more to these paintings 
than meets the eye, and as the sun sets, they come to life. LED lights built 
into the frame gradually brighten as night falls, exposing nude gures 
painted behind the canvas – much like lights reveal the interior of a home 
at night. By sunrise, the light fades away, once again concealing the 
women within.

 By shedding light upon the dark corners of our shame, Madandar invites  By shedding light upon the dark corners of our shame, Madandar invites 
us to ponder whether its origin lies in the walls that separate us and the 
clothes that conceal our nude selves. Sitting in a comfortable pose, the 
gures in the painting are not naked – they are nude, unembarrassed, 
and indifferent to our gaze that peers through the window. The light that 
reveals them lifts the censorship of shame, replacing it with a condence 
unencumbered by social judgement.
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Window#1, Acrylic and LED light on canvas, 42x 30 inch, 2018

Link to the Video-Painting



 Shahram Karimi grew up in Shiraz. He is a self-taught artist who has been          
successful both in his own country and in the west. Karimi’s works have been 
exhibited in numerous countries ranging from Iran, Turkey, Germany, US, 
and Switzerland to name a few. Shahram Karimi’s paintings portray the           
dilemma of the contemporary bicultural Iranian who seeks his historical 
and personal identity by wedding his personal past with contemporary 
form. Each one of Karimi’s paintings relates a fragment of his                       
memories and national history, each a piece of his personal past. 
People, owers, the ambience of an Iranian village stranded on his 
canvas bespeak of the past simplicity of Iran and yet in the remote 
corners of the same piece we often come across the depiction of a 
real historical event blended into the weaves of the artist’s canvas. 
Thus does the painter strive to unfold the dust of oblivion from his 
own memory and unveil the identity of the contemporary Iranian lost 
in a world of a much loved simple past and a fast tracking contemporary 
present that bears no relationship with the world of his childhood. This is 
where Karimi realizes the need for elements from his Iranian background 
and this is where he turns to Iranian poetry to thread it through his works 
and thereby to leave its mark. The writings in his works are hard to read and 
are in fact only threads that rise out of the painting to join its various corners 
together and to leave the reader with the unforgettable remembrance of 
where it all stemmed from: the Persian poem that Iranians take such pride in 
and which to them is the single indivisible cultural element they all embrace. 
And yet the painter goes even further: the separate frames of memory he 
leaves in various corners of his work rise from his personal conscious and 
unconscious. Karimi’s misty background greys and blues force 
the viewer to witness how what we see as memory still 
lives on in us to control, inuence and shape our present.                 
Shahram Karimi is presently living and working in               
Germany and the United States.Germany and the United States.
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SHAHRAM KARIMI (B. 1957) 
SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2019 I left myself somewhere, Etemad Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2018 Memories, Vessal Shirazi Gallery, Shiraz, Iran
2018 Reection, Dar El Kitab, Casablanca, Morocco
2017 The Garden is My Skin, Kunsthaus Troisdorf, Germany
2016 The Cold Earth Sleeps Below (in Collaboration with Shoja Azari), Leila 2016 The Cold Earth Sleeps Below (in Collaboration with Shoja Azari), Leila 
Heller Gallery, New York, United States
2015 Remembrance , Syra Arts, Washington
2015 Remembrance , Gallery Syra, Washington D.C., United States
2015 Longing for Myself, Brigitte Schenk Gallery, Germany
2015 Open the Door, Kunsthaus Troisdorf, Germany
2014 The Rose Garden of Remembrance, Mah Art Gallery, Tehran
2013 Magic of Light, Mana Contemporary, Jersey city, NJ USA2013 Magic of Light, Mana Contemporary, Jersey city, NJ USA
2011 The Rose Garden of Remembrance, Leila Hella Gallery, New York
2010 Museum Siegburg, Germany
2008 Brigitte Schenk Gallery, Cologne, Germany
         Gallery Leo Castelli, New York, USA
2006 Gallery II Gabbiano, Rome, Italy
        Art Basel Galerie Marco Noire, San Sebastiano / Turin, Italy
2005 Kölner Stadt Anzeiger, Cologne, Germany2005 Kölner Stadt Anzeiger, Cologne, Germany
2004 Studio Shirin Neshat in New York, USA
2001 Pumpwerk, Siegburg, Germany
1998 Museum Siegburg, Germany
1987 Gallery Taehr, Shiraz, Iran
1981 Gallery Wesal, Shiraz, Iran

GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2019 Tehran Auction, Tehran, Iran2019 Tehran Auction, Tehran, Iran
2019 11th Fajr Festival (Charsouye Honar), d’Angers Gallery, Museum of the 
Qasr Prison, Tehran, Iran
2018 Art fair Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany
2018 Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2018 The World is My Home, ADVOCARTSY, LA. USA
2018 Art Cologne, Brigitte Schenk Gallery, Cologne, Germany
2016 Art Cologne, Brigitte Schenk Gallery, Cologne, Germany2016 Art Cologne, Brigitte Schenk Gallery, Cologne, Germany
2015 Abu Dhabi Art, Brigitte Schenk Gallery, Cologne, Germany
2014 Look at Me, Leila Heller Gallery
2014 Art Fair Dubai, UAE
2012 The Elephant in the Dark, Devi Art Foundation, India
    Magic of Persia, Dubai, UAE
2011 The Mask & The Mirror, curated by Shirin Neshat, Leila Heller Gallery Art 2011 The Mask & The Mirror, curated by Shirin Neshat, Leila Heller Gallery Art 
Dubai, Brigitte Schenk Gallery
   Art Cologne, Brigitte Schenk Gallery, Germany 
2010 Art Dubai, Dubai, UAE
   Art Cologne, Germany
2009 Chelsea Art Museum, New York, USA 
   Art Cologne, Germany
   Art Dubai, Dubai, UAE   Art Dubai, Dubai, UAE

2008 Art Paris, Abu Dhabi, UAE
   Art Cologne, Germany
   Gallery Taginia, New York, USA Art Fair Miami, USA
   Art Fair Bologna, Italy 
2007 Art Fair Bologna, Italy
2006 Museum Las Palma (CAAM), Spain
   ART20 The International Art Fair New York, USA   ART20 The International Art Fair New York, USA
2003 "Poetic Justice", the 8th International Istanbul Biennial, Istanbul, Turkey
   Gallery of Contemporary Arts in Pancevo, Yugoslavia
2000 "25 Years of Separation", Iranian Cultural Center, Los Angeles, USA        
   Kunstverein Aschaffenburg, Germany
2000 Grosse Kunstausstellung NRW, Düsseldorf, Germany
1997 Grosse Kunstausstellung NRW, Düsseldorf, Germany
1994 Kunstforum Bonn, Germany1994 Kunstforum Bonn, Germany
1979 Museum of Contemporary Art, Tehran, Iran
1976 Gallery Takhte Jamshid, Tehran, Iran
 
FIM PRODUCTIONS
Shahram Karimi has collaborated with the visual artist/lmmaker, Shirin 
Neshat as the key production designer for the following lms:
2012 "Desert Dancer" Richard Raymond2012 "Desert Dancer" Richard Raymond
2010 “To Be and Not To Be” Filmmaker Nederland/Frank Schaffer
2008 "The White Meadow" Iran/Mohammad Rasoulof
2007 "Women Without Men"
2003- ‐05   Feature length lm "Women Without Men", shot in Morocco
2002- ‐04 “Logic of the Birds”, a multi- ‐media performance, USA and European 
tour
2003 “The Last Word”, Shot in New York2003 “The Last Word”, Shot in New York
2002 “Tooba”, Shot in Mexico
2001 “Passage", "Possessed", "Pulse", Shot in Morocco, Film “K” in the US
2000 “Fervor", shot in Morocco
1999 "Soliloquy", shot in Turkey
"Under the Sun" Pasoulini lm production, shot in Egypt
Shahram Karimi has also been the production designer for American             Shahram Karimi has also been the production designer for American             
lmmaker Shoja Azari in several of his productions, including his feature 
length lm "K" (2002) and "Windows" (2006)

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 
1986       “Paul Strecker Award“, Mainz, Germany
2004-5     Professorship at the Hochschule für bildende Künste Dresden,       
Germany

AWARDSAWARDS
2009 Golden Lion for Women without Men
   Special Jury Prize Award Dubai Film Festival
   The White Meadows, Mohammad Rasoulof
1997 First Prize “Art Price” Rhein- ‐Siege V, GermanY
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 Sara Madandar is an Iranian multidisciplinary artist based in the United 
States. She received her MFA from the University of Texas at Austin and 
her BA in painting from the Azad University of Art and Architecture in 
Tehran. Through a varied range of media — such as painting, video,           
installation and performance — Madandar explores migration and the 
human experience of living in between cultures. Her work uses the          
aesthetics of language, clothing, and bodies to study the complexities of 
cross-cultural experiences from a novel perspective.ross-cultural experiences from a novel perspective.
 Madandar’s most recent accolade was an award from the Texas Visual Artists         Madandar’s most recent accolade was an award from the Texas Visual Artists        
Association (TVAA) in their 2016 exhibition in Dallas. In 2015, she won an 
award, curated by Jessica Beck of the Andy Warhol museum, from the 
Southeastern College Art Conference (SECAC). Sara’s work has been 
featured at Co-Lab, New Orleans Museum of Art, Austin City Hall, 
New Orleans Contemporary Art Center, Elisabeth Ney Museum, 
Mom Gallery, Courtyard Gallery, and the Asian American Resource 
Center among others.enter among others.
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SARA MADANDAR
EDUCATION
2011 - 2014 | MASTER IN FINE ARTS | THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
Studio Art specializing in painting, with a secondary focus on Performance and Video Art
2004 - 2009 | BACHELOR OF ARTS | AZAD UNIVERSITY OF TEHRAN, IRAN
Specialization in painting
EXHIBITIONS & CREATIONSEXHIBITIONS & CREATIONS
GALLERY SHOWS
2019 — Solo show at CoLab Project Gallery “A Land with no Name” — Austin, TX
2019 — Group show at Barisster’s Gallery “And Another Thing…” — New Orleans, LA
2019— Solo show at Aquarium Gallery “In Memory of Aziz” — New Orleans, LA
2018-2019 — Group show at New Orleans Museum of Art “Ear to the Ground” , New Orleans, LA 
2018 — Group show at New Orleans Academy of Fine arts — New Orleans, LA
2018-2019 — Public art project, 3D installation “The Dwelling” — Colorado Spring, CO2018-2019 — Public art project, 3D installation “The Dwelling” — Colorado Spring, CO
2018 — Solo show at ArtEgg Studios “My Body Is My Home” — New Orleans, LA
2018 — Group show at The New Orleans Arts Center “B4 Peace” — New Orleans, LA 
2017 — Group show at LeMieux Galleries “Bombay Sapphire Artisan Series”, New Orleans, LA
2017 — Group show at the Irving Arts Center “6th Annual Juried International Exhibition of 
Contemporary Islamic Art” — Irving, TX
2017 — Group show at Viridian Artists gallery “Seles & Self-Portraits: 21st C Artists See 2017 — Group show at Viridian Artists gallery “Seles & Self-Portraits: 21st C Artists See 
Themselves” — New York, NY
2017 — Group show “Ephemera Obscura” at Contemporary Art Center (CAC), New Orleans, LA
2017 — Group show at Southeastern Louisiana University Contemporary Art Gallery, Hammond, LA
2017 — Part of Newcomb museum curatorial group “Beyond the Canvas”, New Orleans, LA
2017 — Group show as part of Austin West Studio Tour — Austin, TX
2017 — Public art project, 3D installation, at Elizabeth Ney Museum — Austin, TX 
2017 — HOUSE of Wahala: art auction part of Fusebox festival at Women & their works       2017 — HOUSE of Wahala: art auction part of Fusebox festival at Women & their works       
gallery, Austin, TX
2017 — Group show at Tipton Gallery “32nd Positive/Negative” — Johnson City, TN
2017 — Group show at Foundry Art Center “Luck of the Draw” — St. Charles, MO 
2016 — TVAA National exhibition — Mesquite, TX
2016 — Group show at 701 Gallery — Austin, TX
2016 — Open studio as part of Austin West Studio Tour — Austin, TX
2016 — Solo show at Courtyard gallery — Austin, TX2016 — Solo show at Courtyard gallery — Austin, TX
2016-2017— Group show at People's gallery— Austin, TX
2016 — Group show at Asian American Resource Center (AARC) — Austin, TX
2015 — SECAC Members’ Exhibition — Pittsburgh, PA 
2015 — Solo show “Let Us Believe in the Beginning of the Cold Season” at MOM gallery,Austin, TX
2014 — Group show “Conspectus: Two Thousand Fourteen” at Co-Lab project gallery,Austin, TX
2014 — Graduate thesis show “Pool”, at the Visual Arts Center — Austin, TX
2014 — Solo show “Something Left Behind” at Co-Lab Project gallery — Austin, TX2014 — Solo show “Something Left Behind” at Co-Lab Project gallery — Austin, TX
2013 — Group show “Inter Connections” at the WoCa Project gallery — Fort Worth, TX 
2013 — Open studio exhibition “SOMETHING” — Austin, TX
2013 — Group show “Something Lost” at Trinity University gallery — San Antonio, TX
2013 — Group show “Something Lost” at the Nelsen Partners gallery — Austin, TX
2012 — Open studio exhibition “Absence” — Austin, TX
2010 — Group show “The Same Pain” at Azadi Tower gallery — Tehran, Iran

2009 — Solo show “Self-Portrait” at Banafsheh gallery — Tehran, Iran
2008 — Group show in the Architecture & Art department at Azad University,Tehran, Iran
PERFORMANCE ART
2018 — Participatory performance “My Body Is My Home” at SFAI gallery, Santa Fe, NM
2018 — Participatory performance “My Body Is My Home” at ArtEgg Studios — New 
Orleans, LA
2014 — Stage performance “Being/With Others” at the Theater Lab — Austin, TX2014 — Stage performance “Being/With Others” at the Theater Lab — Austin, TX
2013 — Street performance “Behind the Black Veil” — Austin, TX
2013 — Collaboration in the public performance “Beauty” by Wura-Natasha Ogunji 
— Austin, TX
2012 — Public-Participatory performance “The Void” — Austin, TX
VIDEO ART
2017  Video installation “My Body is My Home” at Brooklyn Studio for Dance  2017  Video installation “My Body is My Home” at Brooklyn Studio for Dance  
,Brooklyn, NY  
2016— Video installation “The Sidewalk” at Asian American Resource Center (AARC) 
— Austin, TX
2015 — “30 Seconds” at MOM gallery- Austin, TX
2014 — “The Prayer” at Co-Lab Project gallery — Austin, TX
2014 — Video installation “Obscene Bodies” at Visual Arts Center — Austin, TX
2013 — Video installation “The Sidewalk” at Co-Lab Project gallery — Austin, TX2013 — Video installation “The Sidewalk” at Co-Lab Project gallery — Austin, TX
2013 — “Counting the Moments” at Fine Arts department, UT — Austin, TX
SELECTED CONFERENCE & ARTIST TALK
2019 — Artist talk at New Orleans Museum of Art — New Orleans, LA
2018 — Artist talk at Louisiana State University(LSU) — Baton Rouge, LA
2018 — The 32nd Annual Conference of Society for Science, Literature and Art (SLSA) 
“Out of Mind” — Toronto, Canada
2018 — Part of ArtEgg Studio’s Lecture Series “My Body Is My Home”, New Orleans, LA 2018 — Part of ArtEgg Studio’s Lecture Series “My Body Is My Home”, New Orleans, LA 
2018 — 10th Annual Peace Conference “Feminity and Creativity” at Loyola Universi-
ty— New Orleans, LA
2017 — Society for Science, Literature and Art (SLSA) Annual Conference “Space, 
Time, and Body in Modern and Contemporary Art” — phoenix, AZ 
AWARDS, FELLOWSHIPS & RESIDENCIES
2017— Cultures Alive grant for The Dwelling project— Austin, TX
2017-2018 — Residency at Santa Fe Art Institute (SFAI)”Equal Justice” 
— Santa Fe, NM
2016 — TVAA (Texas visual arts association), second place, Curated 
by Andrea Karnes the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth — Dallas, TX 
2015 — SECAC member show, second place, curated by Jessica Beck 
of the Andy Warhol museum — Pittsburgh, PA
2013 — Quaid-E-Azam Scholarship at the University of Texas at 2013 — Quaid-E-Azam Scholarship at the University of Texas at 
Austin —Austin, TX
2013 — Residency at Vermont Studio Center — Johnson, VT
2013-2014 — Marshal F. Wells Fellowship and Scholarship                        
Endowment — Austin, TX
2012-2013 — Marshal F. Wells Fellowship and Scholarship                               
Endowment — Austin, TX
2011 — William and Betty Newlin Presidential Exhibition, Austin, TX2011 — William and Betty Newlin Presidential Exhibition, Austin, TX
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 Roya Khadjavi is an independent curator and cultural producer based in New York. She has largely focused on 
the work of young Iranian artists working both in Iran and beyond its borders, seeking not only to support their  
artistic endeavors but to also facilitate awareness and cultural dialogue between artistic communities. 
 Since 2008, she has actively led exhibition committee efforts to show the art of the Middle East for institutions  Since 2008, she has actively led exhibition committee efforts to show the art of the Middle East for institutions 
including the Guggenheim Museum and the Asia Society, where she sat on the steering committee of the             
critically acclaimed exhibit Iran Modern (2013). Khadjavi co-founded the Institute of International Education’s Iran          
Opportunities Fund, and currently serves as president of the board of New York based non-prot Art in General.  
For her pioneering efforts to advance, support, and promote international education she has been honored with 
the Women’s Global Leadership Award by the Institute of International Education, and an Order of Academic 

(Chevalier dans L’Ordre des Palmes Académiques), by the French Minister of Education.
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Roya Khadjavi-Heidari
RK Art & Design , LLC
roya.khadjavi@gmail.com

www.royakhadjaviprojects.com




